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Introduction {#cam41167-sec-0001}
============

Primary tumors of the central nervous system (CNS) account for about 2--3% of all cancers in humans and gliomas are the most frequent (70%). In the 2007 WHO classification, glioblastomas (GBM), the highest grade of gliomas (Grade IV) are classified among the group of astrocytic tumors. They represent about 49% of brain tumors in adults, almost 30000 new cases per year in Europe [1](#cam41167-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}. There are two types of GBM: primary or de novo glioblastomas, which account for 90% of GBM, and secondary glioblastomas arising on a low‐grade glioma [2](#cam41167-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cam41167-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}. The current standard of care for patients with GBM includes tumor resection followed by adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The prognosis is very poor with an average survival of 3 months without treatment, 12.1 months with radiotherapy alone and 14.6 months with Stupp protocol combining radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and temozolomide [4](#cam41167-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}.

According to many studies, GBMs derive from malignant transformation of stem cells and/or glial precursor cells [5](#cam41167-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#cam41167-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#cam41167-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}. Glioblastoma stem cells (GSC) were identified for the first time in 2002 [8](#cam41167-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}. They are rare in tumors (0.5--5% of total tumor cells) and are considered to be responsible for not only the onset and the maintenance of tumors but also their resistance to conventional chemotherapeutic treatments (including temozolomide) and to radiation therapy [9](#cam41167-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}. In vitro, these cells grow as spheres called "neurospheres" and have the ability to self‐renew and to reform themselves after dissociation. They could recapitulate the parental tumor when transplanted into the rodent central nervous system and retain tumor‐forming capacity through serial transplantation [10](#cam41167-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cam41167-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#cam41167-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}. It is consequently of particular interest to study new therapeutic targets specifically targeting GSC [13](#cam41167-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}.

Crizotinib is a targeted therapy agent, which has been approved in adults since 2012 for treatment of non--small lung cancer with an activating translocation of *ALK* gene. It was originally developed as an inhibitor of *Mesenchymal‐epithelial transition MET* but is also active against structurally related tyrosine kinases such as *ALK* and *ROS proto‐oncogene 1 ROS1*. It is an orally available ATP‐competitive selective inhibitor that prevents tyrosine phosphorylation on these receptors. Targeted alterations by crizotinib are found in more than 20 different cancers. Since June 2013, as part of a phase 2 clinical trial, the AcSé program of the French National Cancer Institute has been evaluating the efficiency of crizotinib in adult and pediatric cancers presenting an alteration of *ALK, MET,* or *ROS1*. This molecule is proposed to patients with cancer in situations of treatment failure and for whom genetic alterations have been identified in the tumor [14](#cam41167-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}.

The *MET* gene is mapped to the chromosome region 7q31 and encodes a transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor closely related in sequence to the insulin receptor. It is expressed by cells of epithelial or endothelial origin. The ligand is the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) expressed by stroma mesenchymal cells and neutrophils. The HGF/MET activation pathway, essential in embryogenesis, plays a role in cell proliferation and cellular migration, particularly in cases of tissue aggression, in order to restore the integrity of injured tissues [15](#cam41167-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}. It is also implicated in tumor development, angiogenesis, and progression to cancer cells with metastatic potential [16](#cam41167-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. In stem cells, MET is necessary for the transition from the phase G0 to an alert phase that positions stem cells to respond rapidly to any stress condition [17](#cam41167-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. Different abnormalities in this signaling pathway have been described: overexpression of HGF ligand, overexpression of the receptor, genomic amplification, and misense mutations, especially in exons 14--19. MET is frequently overexpressed in GBM and expression correlates with tumor grade [18](#cam41167-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. HGF/MET signaling also confers resistance to radiotherapy by promoting survival of glioma stem cells (GSCs) [19](#cam41167-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. Different MET inhibition strategies are being developed such as HGF ligand or MET receptor inhibitions, particularly with crizotinib, which has shown efficacy in depleting tumor‐propagating stem‐like cells [20](#cam41167-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}.

The *ALK* gene (Anaplastic Lymphoma Kinase) is mapped to the chromosome region 2p23.2 and encodes the ALK protein, a tyrosine kinase receptor (RTK) of the insulin receptor family. *ALK* native transcripts are essentially and transiently expressed during development in specific regions of the central and peripheral nervous systems, such as the thalamus, mid‐brain, olfactory bulb, and peripheral ganglia, and are localized mainly in neuronal cells. As ALK expression is maintained, albeit at a lower level, in the adult brain, it might play an important role in both the normal development and function of the nervous system [21](#cam41167-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}. ALK is expressed at a significantly higher level in high‐grade brain tumors \[glioblastoma and anaplastic oligodendrogliomas\] when compared to normal brain tissue and low‐grade tumors [22](#cam41167-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. Decreased growth and increased apoptosis of glioblastoma xenografts in athymic nude mice with ribozyme‐mediated targeting of ALK have been shown to occur [23](#cam41167-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. Three types of *ALK* alterations have been described in tumors: first, intra, or interchromosomic rearrangements leading to formation of a fusion gene having an oncogene activity---the most common fusion partner being *EML4* (*Echinoderm microtubule‐associated protein‐like 4*)---second, genomic amplifications, and, lastly, mutations especially in exons 20--25. Rearrangements and mutations of *ALK* gene result in ligand‐independent auto‐phosphorylation of the protein and activation of downstream signaling pathways that play a role in cell proliferation and survival. They have been described in anaplastic large‐cell lymphoma, non--small‐cell lung cancer (NSCLC), inflammatory myofibroblastic tumors, diffuse large B‐cell lymphoma, squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus, and neuroblastoma. *ALK* amplification has been described in neuroblastoma, NSCLC, rhabdomyosarcoma, esophageal cancer, and endometrial carcinosarcomas. Misense mutations are present in neuroblastoma and anaplastic thyroid cancer. Tumors originating from various organs that harbor *ALK* abnormalities have been defined as "*ALK*oma" [24](#cam41167-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}.

The *ROS1* gene is mapped to the chromosome region 6q22.1 and encodes an orphan transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor phylogenetically related to ALK and the insulin receptor family. It is expressed transiently in various tissues during development with little to no expression in adult tissues. Overexpression has been reported mainly in meningiomas (55%) and glioblastoma multiform (29%). Intra‐ and interchromosomic rearrangements involving *ROS1* have been characterized in cholangiocarcinomas and NSCLC [25](#cam41167-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. Many fusion partners have been described including FIG (Fused in Glioblastoma also known as Golgi‐associated PDZ and coiled‐coil domain‐containing protein). The 3′ region of *ROS1* gene and the 5′ region of the partner gene generate a gene fusion encoding a chimeric tyrosine kinase protein that initiates an intracellular signal resulting in an oncogenic activation cascade of MAP kinase pathways through phosphorylation of RAS [26](#cam41167-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}. It has been shown that the *ROS1* rearrangement could provide sensitivity to crizotinib and early clinical studies in ROS1‐positive NSCLC patients brought out promising responses [27](#cam41167-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}. To answer the question of whether Crizotinib could be effective in the fight against glioblastoma stem cells, we examined the targetable molecular anomalies in stem cell lines established from patient samples. The amplification and mutations of *MET,* the translocation, amplification, and mutations of *ALK,* and the translocation of *ROS1* have consequently been sought in GSC.

Materials and Methods {#cam41167-sec-0002}
=====================

Cell lines {#cam41167-sec-0003}
----------

Nine cell lines of GSC have been investigated. These cell lines were established and characterized in our laboratory as we previously described in detail [28](#cam41167-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#cam41167-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}. Briefly, following informed consent, the patients were operated at the University Hospital of Poitiers with de novo glioblastomas diagnosed between 2006 and 2009. The average age of these patients at diagnosis was 62.1 years and average survival was 12.6 months. They had received chemotherapy with temozolomide and, in most cases, radiotherapy (Table [1](#cam41167-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Characterization of the tumor was performed by experienced pathologists (Table [S1](#cam41167-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Tumor sphere cultures were performed and characterized for self‐renewal, differentiation, and in vitro clonogenicity by limiting dilution assays. Tumorigenicity and stemness properties were evaluated by xenograft experiments in nude mice. In this study, cells were used at low passage number [18](#cam41167-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#cam41167-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#cam41167-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#cam41167-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#cam41167-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#cam41167-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#cam41167-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#cam41167-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cam41167-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#cam41167-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#cam41167-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. Molecular profile, including *MGMT (*O6‐methylguanine‐DNA‐methyltransferase) promoter methylation, *EGFR* copy number, *IDH1*,*IDH2*,*EGFR‐variant III*,*p53*,*PTEN* status, as well as LOH (Loss Of Heterozygosity) at loci 1p36, 19q13, 9p21, and 10q23 was performed and the results are presented in Table [S2](#cam41167-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Patients and corresponding GSCs characteristics

  Patients/Cell line   Age   Gender   Overall survival \[Months\]   Radiotherapy \[Gy\]   Chemotherapy   WHO classification   Verhaak subtype
  -------------------- ----- -------- ----------------------------- --------------------- -------------- -------------------- -----------------
  1                    69    M        14                            60                    TMZ            Grade IV             Proneural
  2                    57    M        9                             60                    TMZ            Grade IV             Neural
  3                    56    M        9                             60                    TMZ            Grade IV             Classical
  4                    66    M        6                             Non                   TMZ            Grade IV             Proneural
  5                    65    F        11                            60                    TMZ            Grade IV             Neural
  6                    53    M        4                             60                    TMZ            Grade IV             Mesenchymal
  7                    69    M        25                            40                    TMZ            Grade IV             Classical
  8                    61    M        27                            nc                    TMZ            Grade IV             Mesenchymal
  9                    63    M        9                             60                    TMZ            Grade IV             Mesenchymal

TMZ, Temozolomide; GSCs, glioma stem‐like cell lines.
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Cell microarrays {#cam41167-sec-0004}
----------------

From the nine cell lines, Cell MicroArrays (CMA) were established. They were obtained after fixing stem cells in formalin (10% neutral buffered) and paraffin embedding. A 1‐mm‐diameter biopsy core for each of the nine lines was transferred to the recipient block using a TMA workstation (Alphelys, Plaisir, France) (Fig. [1](#cam41167-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![(A) Disposition of three cores of TMA and one core of CMA on one slide (HES coloration × 2,5), (B) Photographs of TMA and CMA cores (HES coloration × 40).](CAM4-6-2625-g001){#cam41167-fig-0001}

Tissue microarrays {#cam41167-sec-0005}
------------------

Tissue MicroArrays (TMA) were established using paraffin‐embedded tissue samples from tumor biopsies or surgical removal of the same patients. All specimens had \>30% tumor content. To overcome tumor heterogeneity, three biopsy cores of 1 mm diameter were included in the same recipient paraffin block as the CMA (Figs. [1](#cam41167-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#cam41167-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Examples of IHC and FISH results.](CAM4-6-2625-g002){#cam41167-fig-0002}

Slides with a 3‐*μ*m‐thickness section of the TMA/CMA‐embedded paraffin block were produced to achieve immunohistochemistry and Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments for each antibody or probe.

Immunohistochemistry {#cam41167-sec-0006}
--------------------

ALK immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed using the prediluted D5F3 monoclonal antibody and the protocol developed by Ventana Rabbit Monoclonal Primary Antibody (ref: 792‐4794). ROS1 immunohistochemistry was performed using the prediluted D4D6 monoclonal antibody and the protocol developed by Genemed Rabbit Monoclonal Primary Antibody (ref: 60‐0180‐7). Cases were assessed as IHC score 0 (no staining), 1+ (faint cytoplasmic staining), 2+ (moderate, smooth cytoplasmic staining), or 3+ (intense, granular cytoplasmic staining) by two expert pathologists. An IHC cytoplasmic staining with an intensity of 1+, 2+, or 3+ on more than 10% of tumor cells was defined as an ALK‐positive result. Any percentage of tumor cells with a cytoplasmic and membrane signal intensity of 1+, 2+, or 3+ was defined as a ROS1‐positive result.

MET immunohistochemistry was performed using the prediluted SP44 monoclonal antibody and the protocol developed by Ventana Rabbit Monoclonal Primary Antibody (ref: 790‐4430). Only strong IHC staining with a 2+ or 3+ intensity present in more than 50% of tumor cells was defined as a MET‐positive result.

FISH {#cam41167-sec-0007}
----

Analysis of *ALK*,*ROS1,* and *MET* by FISH was conducted using Vysis^®^ LSI ALK Dual Color Break Apart FISH Probe, ZytoLight^®^ ROS1 SPEC Dual Color Break Apart, and ZytoLight^®^ MET/CEN7 Dual Color Probe, respectively. The Zeiss Axio Imager Z2 fluorescent microscope, ×100 objective, and Isis software were used for scoring each case and image acquisition.

Reading was carried out in double filter or alternating red and green filters by two experienced molecular biologists trained in interpretation and applying the interpretative guidelines provided by the manufacturer and the published recommendations [30](#cam41167-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#cam41167-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}. A hundred nuclei for each CMA and fifty nuclei for each TMA were counted. FISH locus rearrangements were considered as positive in relation to two different patterns: the classic break‐apart pattern with one fusion signal and two separated orange and green signals (more than two signal diameters apart) and the atypical pattern with a single red (in case of ALK) or green (in case of ROS1) signal in addition to fused signals. FISH‐positive cases for both *ALK* and *ROS1* rearrangements were defined as more than 15% split or single signals. Concerning amplification, an average copy number of *ALK* or *MET* inferior to 6 was considered negative [32](#cam41167-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}.

DNA extraction {#cam41167-sec-0008}
--------------

Genomic DNA from cultured cells and from paraffin‐embedded tissue samples was extracted using the DNAeasy Blood and Tissue DNA isolation kit and QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), respectively. The presence of at least 50% tumor cells in paraffin‐embedded tissue samples had previously been evaluated histologically.

DNA sequencing {#cam41167-sec-0009}
--------------

Mutations were investigated by bidirectional sequencing using the standard Sanger method. The primer sequences are available on request. We chose to study exons 23, 24, and 25 of *ALK* gene and exons 14, 16, 17, 18, and 19 of *MET* gene because mutations in these exons, coding for the protein kinase domains, have been described as conferring sensitivity or resistance to Crizotinib [33](#cam41167-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#cam41167-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}.

Results {#cam41167-sec-0010}
=======

Study of *MET* {#cam41167-sec-0011}
--------------

The results of IHC were variable depending on the sample (Table [2](#cam41167-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Fig. [2](#cam41167-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Two tissue samples (5 and 9) showed positive staining for MET (IHC 3+ and 2+, respectively) but only one (case 9) had a comparable expression in GSC (Table [2](#cam41167-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). On the contrary, two GSC lines (6 and 8) had a higher expression of MET than in tumor samples. The FISH showed that most tumor samples and GSC lines exhibited polysomy with a mean copy number of 5.3 and 4.2 and a ratio of 1.1 and 1.0, respectively. In particular, we noted that overexpression in case 9 was related to polysomy with a copy number of 7.1 (ratio 1.1) in tumor sample and 5.1 (ratio 1.0) in GSC (Table [2](#cam41167-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). There was a discrepancy between IHC and FISH results for tumor sample and GSC line 7 with no staining in IHC despite a high copy number of *MET* genes. There was no correlation between copy number in GSC and in associated tumor samples (*P* = 0.4 Spearman). Concerning Sanger\'s sequencing, no mutation was observed by direct sequencing for exons 14 and 16--19 of the *MET* gene, neither in tumor samples nor in GSC lines.

###### 

Analysis of MET amplification by IHC and FISH on TMA and CMA

               FISH                           
  ------------ ------ ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
  1            −      −     3,4   1     4,4   1,1
  2            −      −     4,4   1     4     1
  3            −      −     5     1     4,5   1
  4            −      −     4,8   1,1   3,5   1
  5            +++    −     5,6   1,1   3,6   1
  6            −      ++    5,4   1,5   3,9   1,1
  7            −      −     6,6   1,4   4,9   1
  8            −      ++    4,9   0,9   3,8   1
  9            ++     +++   7,1   1,1   5,1   1
  Mean value          5,3   1,1   4,2   1     

TMA, tissue microarrays; IHC, immunohistochemistry; CMA, cell microarray; FISH, Fluorescent in situ hybridization.
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Study of *ALK* {#cam41167-sec-0012}
--------------

The staining obtained by IHC was heterogeneous. An IHC staining 2+ was observed in tissue sample 8 without any staining of the associated GSC line. By contrast, three GSC lines (1, 3, and 9) showed a weak signal 1+ without any staining of the associated tissue samples. In all cases, FISH showed neither rearrangement nor amplification of *ALK* (Table [3](#cam41167-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The mean value of *ALK*‐rearranged nuclei and the mean value of copy number of *ALK* gene were identical in tumors and in GSC. No mutation was observed by direct sequencing of the ALK gene for exons 23, 24, and 25 in GSC and tumor samples.

###### 

Analysis of ALK translocation and amplification by IHC and FISH on TMA and CMA

               FISH                           
  ------------ ------ ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
  1            −      \+    2     2,1   0     2,4
  2            −      −     2     2,3   6     2,3
  3            −      \+    0     2,3   0     2,2
  4            −      −     0     2,5   0     2
  5            −      −     2     2,1   0     2,5
  6            −      −     2     2,1   0     2,1
  7            −      −     4     2,1   0     2,3
  8            ++     −     0     2,4   2     2
  9            −      \+    0     2     4     2,7
  Mean value          1,3   2,2   1,3   2,3   

TMA, tissue microarrays; IHC, immunohistochemistry; CMA, cell microarray; FISH, Fluorescent in situ hybridization.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Study of *ROS1* {#cam41167-sec-0013}
---------------

No staining by IHC was observed in the nine GSC lines or in the tissue samples (Table [4](#cam41167-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). These results were consistent with FISH, finding no rearrangement profile in *ROS1* gene on any analyzed spots (Fig. [2](#cam41167-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). No difference in positive nuclei between tumors and GSC was noticed.

###### 

Analysis of ROS1 translocation by IHC and FISH on TMA and CMA

               FISH               
  ------------ ------ ----- ----- ---
  1            −      −     0     8
  2            −      −     0     4
  3            −      −     2     0
  4            −      −     6     2
  5            −      −     4     2
  6            −      −     0     4
  7            −      −     8     4
  8            −      −     6     0
  9            −      −     0     2
  Mean value          2,9   2,9   

TMA, tissue microarrays; IHC, immunohistochemistry; CMA, cell microarray; FISH, Fluorescent in situ hybridization.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Discussion {#cam41167-sec-0014}
==========

The aim of this work was to study the targets of crizotinib: ALK, ROS1, and MET by using IHC, FISH, and direct sequencing in nine GSC lines derived from nine glioblastoma samples. The nine GSC lines were used to establish Cell MicroArray (CMA). Tissue MicroArray (TMA) was established from tumor tissue samples. CMA and TMA are very useful tools to compare samples in the same conditions (especially slice thickness, temperature, dilution of reagents) and they save valuable biological tissue material.

Various studies agree that HGF/MET signaling promotes biological activities, resulting in tumor growth, angiogenesis, and the development of invasive phenotypes, making this receptor an attractive target for potential anticancer treatment [35](#cam41167-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}. The alterations of *MET* gene, including amplification, overexpression, and mutations, have been described in numerous solid tumors and have been associated with a poor prognosis [36](#cam41167-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#cam41167-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}.

MET expression has been associated with cells of the stem compartment in several tissues and overexpression of HGF promotes the acquisition of stem‐like properties and malignant progression of glioma tumor cells [38](#cam41167-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#cam41167-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}. A recent study showed that EGFR inhibition induces increased MET expression and associated proliferation of GSCs‐expressing pluripotency transcription factors and displaying multilineage potential [40](#cam41167-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}. The classification by gene signature identified by Verhaak et al. indicated that MET‐positive neurospheres belonged mostly to the mesenchymal subtype [2](#cam41167-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. When neurospheres undergo a differentiative program, MET expression is downregulated and in MET‐positive neurospheres, HGF increases in vitro migration suggesting that MET is implicated in epithelial--mesenchymal transition (EMT), which starts the invasive growth program [41](#cam41167-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. A study by Jooet al. showed heterogeneous expression of MET in the same tumor with overexpression of MET by the GSC localized along the vessels and areas of necrosis. Inhibition of MET signaling pathway in GSCs disrupted tumor growth and invasiveness both in vitro and in vivo, suggesting that MET activation is required for GSCs [19](#cam41167-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#cam41167-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}.

We found overexpression of MET by IHC in two cases of nine tumors, which is comparable to results of Kong *et al*., who showed overexpression in 29% of glioblastomas in a series comprising 62 cases. This overexpression was associated with poor prognosis with a survival of 11.7 months against 14.3 months for patients whose tumors did not express or had low expression of MET [43](#cam41167-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}. The same trend was observed in our series with average survival of 10 and 13.4 months, respectively. For one of the two cases, we found overexpression of MET in GSC and its related tissue. Two other cases showed overexpression only in GSC. Interestingly, these three cases with expression of MET in GSC belong to the mesenchymal subtype, a finding which is coherent with the idea of MET being a mesenchymal marker.

A polysomy was observed for *MET* in all GSC lines and all tissue samples attached to them with a MET/CEP7 ratio close to 1. The average copy number of *MET* was 5.3 copies/nucleus for tissue samples and was lower with 4.2/nucleus for GSC lines. There was no correlation between copy number in GSC and in associated tumor samples (*P* = 0.4). In our series, while increased expression in several cases could be explained by polysomy, it was not verified for all cases. However, the case with the largest copy number in terms of tumors and in GSCs had the highest MET overexpression.

Although overexpression of MET potentially arises from genetic alteration of *MET*, the target potential of *MET* alterations including polysomy, gene amplification, and gene mutation has not been well‐established. The clinical data suggest that *MET* amplification as strictly defined by a *MET/CEP7* ratio of \>2.2 has the potential to act as an oncogenic driver and thereby to render at least one subset of affected tumors responsive to MET‐TKIs such as crizotinib [44](#cam41167-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}. The predictive value of low polysomy in relation to the response to MET inhibitors is less certain. Catenacci and colleagues reported a case of complete response in a patient with advanced gastric tumor and MET gene polysomy between four and six copies, but it was associated with a high serum HGF level [45](#cam41167-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}. On the other hand, MET inhibition in patient‐derived xenografts of metastatic colorectal cancer with chromosome 7 low polysomy did not modify tumor growth [46](#cam41167-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. We also know that breast tumors with an increased copy number for the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) gene as a result of low polysomy 17 behave as HER2‐negative tumors [47](#cam41167-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}.

ALK and its ligand, pleiotrophin, are highly expressed during embryonic brain development and in high‐grade brain tumors (glioblastoma and anaplastic oligodendrogliomas) compared to normal brain tissue and low‐grade tumors and contribute to the growth of glioblastoma [23](#cam41167-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#cam41167-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}. In addition, an anti‐ALK antibody has been shown to repress the invasive capacity of glioblastoma cell‐line U87 [46](#cam41167-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. Koyama‐Nasu R et al. have shown that the ALK protein and its ligand pleiotrophin are required for the self‐renewal and tumorigenicity of GSC [49](#cam41167-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}. To our knowledge, the study of the *ALK* rearrangement in GSC lines has never been reported in the literature. No translocations involving ALK have been observed in GSC or in tumors. We have found an expression of ALK in three GSCs and no expression in related tumors, supporting the idea that, consistent with previous reports, ALK plays a role in the maintenance of stemness [50](#cam41167-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}. No association with the Verhaak subtype has been observed. It is worth noting that the tumor with the strongest expression of ALK without expression in GSC corresponded to the patient with the longest overall survival.

*ROS1* rearrangement had previously been observed in the glioblastoma U118MG cell line by Charest A et al.*,* who first found a microdeletion on 6q21 region responsible for the fusion of *FIG,* a gene coding for a Golgi apparatus‐associated protein to the kinase domain of the proto‐oncogene ROS1. The fused protein product FIG‐ROS leads to constitutive kinase activation and results in oncogenic transformation [51](#cam41167-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}. A study conducted in our laboratory was designed to determine the prevalence of *FIG‐ROS1* rearrangement in 268 cases of gliomas. Our data suggested that this particular fusion is not present or has a relatively low occurrence in both high‐grade gliomas (\<0,6%) and low‐grade gliomas (\<1%) [52](#cam41167-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}. In our study, we analyzed by FISH not only rearrangement *FIG‐ROS1* but all rearrangements involving *ROS1*. No tumors or GSCs were positive. Concerning the expression of ROS1 in gliomas, the results were contradictory. ROS1 was shown to be overexpressed in 30% of gliomas and dependent upon the methylation of its promoter [53](#cam41167-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}. Our study showed no expression of ROS1 in the nine tumors or in the associated GSC and, according to our knowledge, study of the ROS1 expression on GSC lines has never been reported in the literature.

Cancer stem cells identified and isolated from solid tumors are interesting prospects in terms of targeted therapies, especially in glioblastoma; their involvement in the recurrence of the disease does not appear to require any additional demonstration. Even if no molecular rearrangement of *ALK*,*ROS1,* and *MET* was found in our study, several GSCs presented MET or ALK overexpression, which corroborates the important role MET and ALK may play in tumorigenicity of GSC.
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**Table S1.** Initial pathological and molecular characterization of patients\' original glioblastoma.

**Table S2.** Molecular characteristics of glioblastoma stem cells.
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